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Generation2018 tour 
10th cross-Canada adventure! 

 

From October 25 to November 11, Generation2018 will be celebrating its 10th Canada-wide tour! Conducted by Véronique 
Lacroix, this west-to-east cross-country tour by the Ensemble contemporain de Montréal (ECM+) presents a high-flying new edition of 
this legendary project. On the program will be four new works by emerging Canadian composers, including one by James O’Callaghan 
that will showcase the particular sound environment of each of the cities visited: Banff, Calgary, Vancouver, Montréal, Quebec City, 
Ottawa, Winnipeg and Toronto.  

O’Callaghan as well as Sophie Dupuis (NB/ON), Patrick Giguère (QC), and Thierry Tidrow (ON/Germany) were selected in the summer 
of 2017 by the national jury of Generation2018, one of the most important composition competitions in the country. Last February, 
each composer was able to benefit from the experience and excellence of the ECM+ musicians during workshops that provided an 
opportunity for in-depth musical experimentation leading to the final works that will be performed on this tour. 

Enhanced Awards 
To celebrate this anniversary, we are pleased to announce that the Generation Jury Award awarded to the composer who wins over the 
national jury has been increased to $6,500, while the Audience Choice Award, given to the composer who receives the most votes from 
the public, has been raised to $2,000. (Note that these Prizes are in addition to the $5,000 base fee for each commission). As well, for 
the concert at the Musée national des beaux-arts du Québec, the musical works of the Generation2018 cohort will be paired with 
various paintings by the artist Marcel Barbeau, projected during the concert. Finally, composer-host and Generation stalwart Gabriel 
Dharmoo will once again share the stage with the conductor and the ten musicians of the ECM+ to guide the audience through these 
new works that are as unique as they are fascinating. Audiences won’t want to miss cellist Chloé Dominguez, who will dazzle as a soloist 
in the work by composer James O’Callaghan (BC/QC). 
	

2018 Canadian tour 
Véronique Lacroix, direction | ECM+, 10 musicians 
Chloé Dominguez, cello | Gabriel Dharmoo, host 

	

	
 
The Generation project 

Thinking about the bi-annual visit of ECM+ to Toronto reminds me of the times […] when the Metropolitan Opera toured to Toronto. 
Robert Aitken, New Music Concerts Founding Artistic Director. 

Initiated in 1994, the Generation project meets a need felt by researchers and artists in every discipline, to experiment ideas in real 
situations and optimal conditions. Every two years, four young composers selected by a national jury enjoy this opportunity for eighteen 
months with ECM+ musicians and conductor, Véronique Lacroix. The impressive number of repeat performances on tour takes this 
experimentation even further, making Generation concerts and workshops an opportunity for the audience to better understand the 
process surrounding the creation of a new music work today. 

Generation has put at the forefront not less than fifty-seven composers, many of which now have forged a solid place in the Canadian 
and international music scene, such as now well-established personalities like Ana Sokolović, Jean-François Laporte, Nicole Lizée, Louis 
Dufort, Nicolas Gilbert, Anthony Tan, André Ristic, Gordon Fitzell, Paul Frehner and Taylor Brook. 

The list of laureates of the Generation initiative reads like a “Who’s Who” of today’s most accomplished mid-career Canadian composers. 
David Jaeger, CBC Radio Two producer (1978-2008) 

 

 
The ECM+ is in residence at the Conservatoire de musique de Montréal. 
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 → View video clips of the Generation2018 composers on YouTube: PLAYLIST 
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BANFF	
October	21	to	25	
ECM+	residenc	in	Banff	
October	25,	7:30	p.m.	
Rolston	Recital	Hall	
The	Banff	Centre	for	arts	
and	creativity	
	
CALGARY	
October	26,	7:30	p.m.	
Convocation	Hall		
University	of	Alberta	
	
VANCOUVER	
October	28,	7:30	p.m.	
Orpheum	Annex	
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PROGRAMME 
 
Sophie Dupuis (NB/ON) 
Elles ont peint le crépuscule 
de noir et de blanc 
 
James O’Callaghan (BC/QC) 
Close / Close 
 
Patrick Giguère (QC) 
L’inévitable idéalisme 
 
Thierry Tidrow (ON/Germany) 
Sweet Tooth 
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		MONTREAL	
November	1,	7:30	p.m.	
Salle	de	concert	du	Conservatoire	
Tickets	:	$26,50	-	$15	-	$13,50	
514	524-0173	/	info@ecm.qc.ca	
	
QUEBEC	CITY	
November	3,	2	p.m.	
Salle	Multi	–	Musée	national	
des	beaux-arts	du	Québec	
	
	
OTTAWA	
November	6,	8	p.m.	
National	Arts	Centre’s	
Fourth	Stage	
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WINNIPEG	
November	8,	8	p.m.	
Centre	culturel	franco-
manitobain	
	
	
TORONTO	
November	11,	8	p.m.	
The	Music	Gallery,	
918	Bathurst	

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdCLNO7rhbP0XA8SWJqoePHdg-g8iaIs3
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COMPOSERS 
Sophie Dupuis (1988 in New Brunswick), Ontario 

Born in New Brunswick, Sophie Dupuis was awarded the 2016 Karen Kieser Prize in Canadian Music for her work 
Perceptions de La Fontaine. Her orchestral music has been performed by the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, Symphony 
Nova Scotia and the Orchestre philharmonique du Haut-Saint-Jean, while her music for ensemble has been premiered 
by such renowned outfits as Caution Tape Sound Collective, the Thin Edge New Music Ensemble, the Array Ensemble 
and Architek Percussion. Currently completing a doctorate in composition at the University of Toronto, Sophie Dupuis is 
the recipient of the University Medal in Music from Dalhousie University, an Ontario Graduate Scholarship, the John 
Weinzweig Graduate Scholarship and the Theodoros Mirkopoulos Fellowship in Composition. 

“Elles ont peint le crépuscule de noir et blanc (They painted dusk in black and white) was inspired by the work of American 
Photographer Gregory Crewdson. […] Dim lighting and sensations of space and contemplation are important components of 
Crewdson’s work, and they thus inform the textures and atmospheres I have chosen to create in this piece.” 
 

 

Patrick Giguère (1987 in Quebec), Quebec 
Patrick Giguère recently completed a doctorate in composition at the Birmingham Conservatoire. His music is 
frequently performed across North America and Europe by such exceptional ensembles as the London Symphony 
Orchestra, the Nouvel Ensemble Moderne, Exaudi, the American Academy of Conducting at Aspen Orchestra and the 
Orchestre de la francophonie. His work Le sel de la terre garnered 3rd Prize at the SOCAN Foundation’s 2015 Serge 
Garant Awards. He founded and was the artistic director of the Quebec City-based Ensemble Lunatik (2009–2014) and 
served as the artistic director of Erreur de type 27 (2013–2015). Through his compositions and the events he organizes, 
Patrick Giguère tries to offer people unique moments of shared listening in which they can experience music with their 
heart, intelligence and all their senses. 

“We all live in the ‘contemporary’ world, so why write music that tries to represent it, that tries to be in tune with it and that 
embraces its wrongs? Why not, rather, write idealistic music that offers a vision of a different, imagined, better world?” 

 

James O’Callaghan (1988 in British Columbia), Quebec 
James O’Callaghan is a composer and sound artist based in Montréal praised for his “mastery of materials and musical 
form” (Electromania, Radio France). His music has been described as “very personal … with its own colour anchored in 
the unpredictable.” (Goethe-Institut) His music has been the recipient of many national and international first prizes, 
including the ISCM Young Composer Award (2017), the Salvatore Martirano Award (2016), the Robert Fleming Prize 
(2015), the Jeu de Temps/Times Play Awards and the SOCAN Foundation John Weinzweig Grand Prize (2014). 
Significant nominations include those for the Gaudeamus Award (2016), Prix Métamorphoses (2018), and a JUNO Award 
for classical composition of the year (2014). He received his Master’s in composition from McGill University in 2014, and a 
Bachelor’s in Fine Arts from Simon Fraser University in 2011. 

“The form of the work mirrors the trajectory of the tour, structured as a sequence of spaces demarcated by an orchestration of   
the acoustic response of each hall. Features specific to Chloé Dominguez’ cello have guided the materials of the work as well, 
treating the cello as an interior space-within-a-space.” 

 

Thierry Tidrow (1986 in Ontario), Germany 
Franco-Ontarian composer Thierry Tidrow recently distinguished himself by winning the Canada Council for the Arts’ 
prestigious Jules Léger Prize for his piece Au fond du Cloître Humide (2014). As a Fondation Ricard and Canada Arts 
Council Fellow, he received his Masters degree from the Conservatorium van Amsterdam in 2011, followed by an 
Advanced Studies diploma at the Hochschule für Musik Freiburg in 2013, under Brice Pauset. His works have been 
performed by a number of prominent ensembles, including the Asko-Schönberg Ensemble, the Talea Ensemble and 
the Dutch National Opera, which premiered his opera Less Truth More Telling, under the direction of Javier Lopez-
Pinon and Lucas Vis (2013). In 2014, both Less Truth More Telling and Violon et Clarinette won SOCAN Foundation 
Awards. In September 2018, he won the first prize at the Graham Sommer Competition for Young Composers. 

“In this post-truth age, image is everything: candy is food and advertisements depict real life. A major chord means happy 
emoji, a minor chord a sad one. How does this affect our grasp of deeper connection through art? I wanted to play with these 
codes and see how I could harvest their energy to highlight the violence hidden behind each major chord.” 
 

 

 
SOLOIST 
Chloé Dominguez, cello 

Her reputation as an avid chamber musician has led Chloé Dominguez to perform in numerous international festivals 
and record with Atma, Oxingale Records and Espace 21. She holds the solo cello position at the Ensemble 
contemporain de Montréal (ECM+) and the McGill Chamber Orchestra. Chloé Dominguez has received numerous prizes 
and awards. In 2009, she was a winner of the Canada Council’s Musical Instrument Bank Competition and was awarded 
McGill’s Schulich School of Music’s Golden Violin award. She obtained a doctorate degree in performance at McGill 
University under the tutelage of Matt Haimovitz. Chloé Dominguez teaches chamber music at the Schulich School of 
Music and the Domaine Forget’s music academy. She plays on a 1745 Lorenzo Carcassi cello. 
 

 
HOST 
Gabriel Dharmoo, composer and multidisciplinary artist 

Gabriel Dharmoo is a composer, vocalist, improviser and researcher. He is a recipient of the Canada Council for the Arts 
Jules Léger Prize (2017) and Robert Fleming Prize (2011), the MusCan Composition Competition (2017), the SOCAN Jan 
V. Matejcek Award (2016), the Fernand-Lindsay Prix d’Europe composition prize (2011) and six SOCAN Foundation 
Awards for Young Composers. He also took part in Generation2012 as a composer before serving as its official 
commentator at the next edition. His works have been performed across Canada, the United States, France, Germany, 
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Spain, Poland, Australia, Singapore and South Africa. His approach as a vocalist and 
interdisciplinary artist led him to create the performative solo Anthropologies imaginaires, which garnered awards at the 
Amsterdam Fringe Festival (2015) and the SummerWorks Performance Festival (2016). He is currently enrolled in 
Concordia University’s PhD “Individualized Program,” with Sandeep Bhagwati (Music), Noah Drew (Theatre) and David 
Howes (Anthropology/Sensory Studies). 


